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ABSTRACT
Risk scoring systems have been widely deployed in many applica-
tions, which assign risk scores to users according to their behavior
sequences. Though many deep learning methods with sophisti-
cated designs have achieved promising results, the black-box na-
ture hinders their applications due to fairness, explainability, and
compliance consideration. Rule-based systems are considered reli-
able in these sensitive scenarios. However, building a rule system
is labor-intensive. Experts need to find informative statistics from
user behavior sequences, design rules based on statistics and assign
weights to each rule. In this paper, we bridge the gap between effec-
tive but black-box models and transparent rule models. We propose
a two-stage method, RuDi, that distills the knowledge of black-box
teacher models into rule-based student models. We design a Monte
Carlo tree search-based statistics generation method that can pro-
vide a set of informative statistics in the first stage. Then statistics
are composed into logical rules with our proposed neural logical
networks by mimicking the outputs of teacher models. We evaluate
RuDi on three real-world public datasets and an industrial dataset
to demonstrate its effectiveness.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Association rules; Expert systems; •
Computing methodologies→ Game tree search.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Exponential growth in online activities has resulted in urgent needs
for anomalous accounts detection to ensure the security and relia-
bility of cyberspace. To evaluate risk scores of users, researchers
and data scientists have proposed several approaches to model user
behavior sequences, such as recurrent neural networks [30], or
transformers [31].

Though these advanced methods have achieved promising re-
sults, the nature of opacity hinders its broader application. For
example, when users of an electronic payment platform complain
when their accounts have been banned, customer services may
need to dig into the raw transactions and figure out if they are real
fraudsters. In conservative businesses, such as banks, the results of
these black-box machine learning models are hardly used directly
but needed to be reviewed by human experts first, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). Instead, rule-based systems are considered more reliable in
these scenarios, as shown in Figure 1(b). A set of (weighted) rules
are manually designed by human experts with their understanding
and observations from historical data. Then if a user’s behavior
sequence meets the rules more than a pre-defined threshold, his/her
account is banned without human intervention. Though these rules
are transparent and interpretable, they are limited by experts’ ex-
periences since experts may miss some patterns. Such systems are
also hard to detect new risky patterns as fraudsters evolve.

To address the limitations of handcrafted rules, the researchers
have proposed learning-based rule models [2, 26–28]. For example,
the state-of-the-art method RRL [26] utilizes neural logical net-
works to learn a set of CNFs (conjunctive normal forms) or DNFs
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Amount Type Midnight Device …
$0.99 Transfer Yes Phone
$0.01 Transfer Yes Phone
$0.01 Transfer Yes Phone

$10.99 Purchase No Laptop
…

Risk Scoring Model Checked by

Human Experts

(a) Machine learning-based risk scoring system

(b) Rule-based risk scoring system

Rule Weight Hit?

1 (number of transactions where 

type=transfer and device=phone) > 100 5 ✓

2 (average amount) < $1.00 and 

(relative frequency of midnight transactions) > 0.8 3

3 (number of unique devices) > 3 1 ✓

…

Score 0.95

> Threshold

Score 10 

> Threshold

Handcrafted Rules and Weights

User Behavior Sequence

Rule Weight

1 (number of transactions where 

type=transfer and device=phone) > 100 4.7

2 (average amount) < $1.00 and 

(relative frequency of midnight transactions) > 0.8 2.3

3 (number of unique devices) > 3 0.9

…

Statistic

1 number of transactions 

where type=transfer and device=phone

2 average amount

3 relative frequency of midnight transactions

4 number of unique devices

…

(c) Rule distillation (this paper)

Risk Scoring Model

(Teacher)

Rule-Based Model

(Student)

Statistics 
Generation 
with MCTS

Neural Logical 
Network with 

Gumbel-Softmax

Ban 

Account

Ban 

Account

Figure 1: Illustration of two types of risk scoring systems and rule distillation. (a) A black-box risk scoring model, despite its
high precision, is hardly used without human review due to fairness, explainability, and compliance requirements. (b) Rule-
based systems are considered more reliable in conservative businesses. However, designing rules are labor-intensive. (c) In
this paper, we bridge the gap by proposing a two-stage rule distillation method RuDi that can distill knowledge of black-box
models into transparent rule-based systems.

(disjunctive normal forms) from data. But these models require
inputs being fixed-length feature vectors and cannot handle se-
quences of user behaviors. Moreover, due to the discrete nature of
these models, they require stronger supervision signals to train.

In this paper, we bridge the gap between effective but opaque
machine learning models and transparent but simple rule systems
when modeling user behavior sequences. Instead of learning a
logical rule model from raw data directly, we distill a trained risk
scoring model, i.e., the teacher model, into a rule-based student
model, as shown in Figure 1(c). In this case, the precise predictions
can be made by the teacher model, while the experts can audit the
model by examining the distilled rules. Further, the distilled rules
can supplement the existing rule systems to capture new trends
and provide new insights.

Despite its significance, distilling rules from a sequence model
is challenging due to the following reasons:

Exponential number of statistics. As Figure 1(b) illustrates,
rules are typically based on some statistics that human experts hand-
craft. A set of informative statistics is the cornerstone of effective
rules. However, the number of possible statistics grows exponen-
tially as the number of conditions grows, e.g., the “where” clause in
Figure 1(b). Such a large space prevents us from enumerating all
statistics, and a systematic search strategy must be applied.

Tradeoffbetween effectiveness and interpretability of rule
models. Unlike traditional knowledge distillation [11] where teach-
ers and students share similar structures, rule distillation aims to
use an interpretable rule model to mimic the outputs of a black-
box teacher model. As pointed out by [26], traditional rule models

like decision trees and rule lists/sets are hard to get comparable
performance with complex models. Tree ensembles [17] though
effective, are commonly not viewed as interpretable models. On
the other hand, recently proposed neural logical networks [26, 27]
produce complicated rules where each clause may contain over
dozens of literals. These models are also hard to train due to their
discrete structures. So it is a challenge to propose an effective and
interpretable rule model that can precisely mimic the outputs of
teacher models.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose an effective two-
stage method, named RuDi (Rule Distillation). In the first stage,
we propose MCTS-SG, a novel statistics generation method based
on Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [4]. We pre-define a set of
basic operators like Select, Mean, GroupBy, etc.. Then we model
the statistics generation as a sequential decision process, where
each statistic is composed of a series of operators. The objective is
to maximize the (expected) correlation between the teacher model’s
outputs and the generated statistics. Each simulation of tree search
only involves a small batch of data, and the search space of statistics
is explored by MCTS systematically. In this way, we generate a set
of statistics effectively and efficiently.

In the second stage, we learn a set of weighted rules with our pro-
posed GS-NLN. GS-NLN is a novel and lightweight neural logical
network based on Gumbel-softmax [14]. Specifically, each neuron
in the GS-NLN only selects two neurons from the previous layer
and puts them into a conjunctive or disjunctive formula. Unlike
previous methods using logical activation functions [23] as surro-
gates, our proposed model directly uses boolean operations with
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Gumbel-softmax estimators and thus is easier to train. Thanks to
the simplicity of structures, the learned rules are more interpretable
and practicable than RRL. The experimental results prove that these
simple rules can achieve satisfying performance.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
•We propose RuDi, a two-stage method that distills black-box

behavior sequence models into rule models. The distilled rules are
interpretable and transparent, and reveal the underlying mecha-
nisms of teacher models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study on post hoc explanations of user behavior sequence
models using rule distillation.

•We model the statistics generation as a sequential decision
process of composing operators and design a Monte Carlo Tree
Search-based search algorithm MCTS-SG. Our approach can gen-
erate informative statistics efficiently while only requiring small
batches of data during tree searching.

•We propose a novel and lightweight neural logical network
GS-NLN. Each neuron in the proposed model only connects to two
neurons in the previous layer resulting in simpler forms of rules
and better interpretability.

•Extensive experiments on three real-world datasets prove the
effectiveness of our proposed RuDi. Case studies on an industrial
dataset demonstrate the interpretability of learned rules.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we introduce three related topics: automatic feature
generation, ruled-based models and knowledge distillation.

Automatic Feature Generation. Feature engineering is one of
the most crucial and time-consuming steps in data mining tasks. For
tabular data, many researchers [16, 18, 24, 32] have proposed au-
tomatic feature generation methods by doing feature combination
and crossing. In [15] the authors proposed DSM, which enumer-
ates features in relational databases. OneBM [21] extends DSM by
introducing entity graph traversal methods and selecting features
with Chi-squared tests. However, these methods cannot handle
sequence data, not to mention extracting statistics from data. They
also overlook the combination explosion problems and can only
generate shallow features. There are some studies [5, 6] on feature
engineering with Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [4], but they
focus on feature selection for tabular data.

In this paper, we propose an MCTS-based statistics generation
method MCTS-SG. We use the term “statistic” instead of “feature”
because we treat it as a composition of basic operators. We sys-
tematically explore the search space of statistics with MCTS, and
only small batches of data are used during searching. By defining
basic operators, our proposed MCTS-SG can generate informative
statistics effectively and efficiently.

Rule-based Models and Neural Logical Networks. It has
been shown [26] that traditional rule models [2, 27, 28] with deci-
sion trees, rule lists, or rule sets are hard to get comparable per-
formance. Moreover, most methods produce deep and hierarchical
IF-THEN rules that are less practical in rule-based systems. In [26],
the authors proposed the state-of-the-art rule-based model, RRL,
which is a kind of neural network with logical activation functions
[23]. RRL is hard to train due to its discrete structures. Besides,
an extra continuous version of the network must be maintained

to provide gradients. Though RRL learns flat rules, the number
of literals in a rule is uncontrollable even with shallow network
structures, leading to perplexing results.

In this paper, we propose GS-NLN, a Gumbel-softmax-based
neural logical network with the constraint that each neuron can
only connect to two neurons in the previous layer. This constraint
simplifies the network structure and makes the model easy to train
with Gumbel-softmax estimators [14]. The learned rules are also
neat and sound.

KnowledgeDistillation andPost-hoc Explanationwith Sur-
rogate Models. In [12] the authors proposed knowledge distilla-
tion, where a small student model is trained to mimic the outputs of
a large teacher model. Following the idea, some researchers distill
the knowledge of black-box models into transparent models [7, 25],
i.e., surrogate models, as a way of post-hoc model explanation. For
example, the model auditing method [25] detects what features
were used in the teacher models. These approaches only produce
importance of features. In [10, 22] the authors proposed methods
to distill neural networks into decision trees. Another branch of
research [23, 24] locally fits teacher models to generate instance-
wise explanations. There is another work called rule knowledge
distillation [13]. It distills rules into deep neural networks, which is
opposite to our setting. Nonetheless, most existing methods cannot
deal with sequence data.

In this paper, we distill a black-box sequence model into a set
of rules with the help of the proposed MCTS-SG and GS-NLN.
This paper is the first study on distilling sequence models into rule
systems to the best of our knowledge.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Overview
Let {X1, . . . ,X𝑁 } denote the dataset of 𝑁 users, where X𝑖 is the
sequence of user 𝑖’s behaviors. All sequences contains𝑚1 categori-
cal variables (columns) {𝐹1, . . . , 𝐹𝑚1 } and𝑚2 numerical variables
(columns) {𝐹𝑚1+1, . . . , 𝐹𝑚1+𝑚2 }. The sample spaces of categorical
variables are denoted as F𝑗 = {𝑓𝑗1, . . . , 𝑓𝑗𝑝 }, while the sample spaces
of the numerical ones areℜ. For notation simplicity, here we as-
sume |F1 | = · · · = |F𝑚1 | = 𝑝 .

A trained risk scoring model, e.g., a recurrent neural network,
takes the sequence X𝑖 as input and produces its continuous predic-
tion 𝑦𝑖 ∈ ℜ. Note that we do not constrain the range of 𝑦𝑖 , since
we treat the risk scoring model as a black-box, and its outputs may
correspond to probabilities, log-probabilities, or just real-valued
risk scores. The task of rule distillation is to find a set of weighted
rules that can mimic the teacher model’s outputs 𝑦 ∈ ℜ𝑁 .

The framework of our proposed RuDi is illustrated in Figure 2.
RuDi is a two-stage method. In the first stage, we use an MCTS-
based statistics generation method to generate a small set of statis-
tics. Then in the second stage, we binarize the statistics into literals
and train a neural logical network by minimizing the ranking loss
with respect to 𝑦. After training, the weights and neurons in the
last prediction layer are extracted as the distilled rules.
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<latexit sha1_base64="YGoI4eSOij0z6OeUVU9KkqKQWKw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4Kkkr6kYouHFZ0T6gDWEynbZDJ5MwM1FK7Ke4caGIW7/EnX/jpM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBDFnSjvOt7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7t26WDlooSSWiTRDySnQArypmgTc00p51YUhwGnLaD8XXmtx+oVCwS93oSUy/EQ8EGjGBtJN8u9UKsRwTz9G7q19AVcn277FScGdAycXNShhwN3/7q9SOShFRowrFSXdeJtZdiqRnhdFrsJYrGmIzxkHYNFTikyktn0afoxCh9NIikeUKjmfp7I8WhUpMwMJNZULXoZeJ/XjfRg0svZSJONBVkfmiQcKQjlPWA+kxSovnEEEwkM1kRGWGJiTZtFU0J7uKXl0mrWnHPK7Xbs3K9mtdRgCM4hlNw4QLqcAMNaAKBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWPnOIfyB9fkD4ymTDg==</latexit>S3 = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="pmaadumXB3u5ROYvH575cD5l3Yk=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqpJSAQNDJRbGIuhDaqPIcd3WquNEtgOqQj+FhQGEWPkSNv4Gp80ALUeydHTOvbrHJ4g5U9pxvq2V1bX1jc3CVnF7Z3dv3y4dtFSUSEKbJOKR7ARYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuIw4LQdjK8zv/1ApWKRuNeTmHohHgo2YARrI/l2qRdiPSKYp3dTv4aukOPbZafizICWiZuTMuRo+PZXrx+RJKRCE46V6rpOrL0US80Ip9NiL1E0xmSMh7RrqMAhVV46iz5FJ0bpo0EkzRMazdTfGykOlZqEgZnMgqpFLxP/87qJHlx6KRNxoqkg80ODhCMdoawH1GeSEs0nhmAimcmKyAhLTLRpq2hKcBe/vExa1Yp7Xjm7rZXr1byOAhzBMZyCCxdQhxtoQBMIPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx3x0xcp3DuEPrM8f4aeTDQ==</latexit>S4 < 0

…

<latexit sha1_base64="EdC/yPwG3HgWzJZ+XuKQviP1H9A=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAbBU9hNgnpQiOjBk0Q0MZCEZXYymwyZfTDTK4Zlf8OLv+LFgyIe9eTfOHkcYmJBQ1HVTXeXGwmuwLJ+jMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbllbu/UVRhLymo0FKFsuEQxwQNWAw6CNSLJiO8Kdu/2L4b+/QOTiofBHQwi1vZJN+AepwS05JhWyyfQo0Qkt6lTwmfYxi1gj5Dg8+tLnOJpu4xPseWYeatgjYDniT0heTRB1TG/Wp2Qxj4LgAqiVNO2ImgnRAKngqW5VqxYRGifdFlT04D4TLWT0WcpPtBKB3uh1BUAHqnTEwnxlRr4ru4cHqpmvaH4n9eMwTtpJzyIYmABHS/yYoEhxMOYcIdLRkEMNCFUcn0rpj0iCQUdZk6HYM++PE/qxYJ9VCjdlPOV4iSOLNpD++gQ2egYVdAVqqIaougJvaA39G48G6/Gh/E5bs0Yk5ld9AfG9y8jIJ5w</latexit>S3 = 1 AND S4 < 0

<latexit sha1_base64="dkxh1jG5wVqO1BtE94xLcWNynkQ=">AAACHHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYLbuJqJVEtLCSiOYBybLMTibJkNkHM3fFsORDbPwVGwtFbCwE/8bZZAtNPDBwOOdc5t7jRYIrsKxvI7ewuLS8kl8trK1vbG4Vt3caKowlZXUailC2PKKY4AGrAwfBWpFkxPcEa3rDi9Rv3jOpeBjcwShijk/6Ae9xSkBLbrHS8QkMKBHJ7di18Rm2TBt3gD1Ags+vL/EY/w6UdcC23GLJMq0J8DyxM1JCGWpu8bPTDWnsswCoIEq1bSsCJyESOBVsXOjEikWEDkmftTUNiM+Uk0yOG+MDrXRxL5T6BYAn6u+JhPhKjXxPJ9NN1ayXiv957Rh6p07CgygGFtDpR71YYAhx2hTucskoiJEmhEqud8V0QCShoPss6BLs2ZPnSaNs2sdm5eaoVC1ndeTRHtpHh8hGJ6iKrlAN1RFFj+gZvaI348l4Md6Nj2k0Z2Qzu+gPjK8fkcCfHA==</latexit>S1 > 0.1 AND S2 > 10

… …

…

Gradients with Gumbel-softmax estimators

<latexit sha1_base64="YuIShAlSGEFausm0hx6p41dp9v4=">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</latexit>

(S1 > 0.1 AND S2 > 10)

AND (S3 = 1 AND S4 < 0)

Statistics

<latexit sha1_base64="YuIShAlSGEFausm0hx6p41dp9v4=">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</latexit>

(S1 > 0.1 AND S2 > 10)

AND (S3 = 1 AND S4 < 0)

Rules

<latexit sha1_base64="uYI85nim3Ec7tCZchEkqYF+aXHg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Vjw4rGi/YA2lM120y7dbMLuRCmhP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LRzdRvPXJtRKwecJxwP6IDJULBKFrp/qnn9Uplt+LOQJaJl5My5Kj3Sl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySbGbGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiGnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8NrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2naEPwFl9eJs1qxbusnN9dlGvVPI4CHMMJnIEHV1CDW6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AEH9o2X</latexit>w1

<latexit sha1_base64="FYQQ0ix1FhXIbJqTN7S1oVKa4xk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Vjw4rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRimhP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LBjBP0IzqQPOSMGivdP/WqvVLZrbgzkGXi5aQMOeq90le3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNhNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9mpE3JqlT4JY2VLGjJTf09kNNJ6HAW2M6JmqBe9qfif10lNeO1nXCapQcnmi8JUEBOT6d+kzxUyI8aWUKa4vZWwIVWUGZtO0YbgLb68TJrVindZOb+7KNeqeRwFOIYTOAMPrqAGt1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMJeo2Y</latexit>w2
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Figure 2: The framework of our proposed RuDi. (a) Statistics generation with Monte Carlo tree search. (b) Neural logical
network with Gumbel-softmax. Here we discard disjunction parts and skip connections for simplicity.

3.2 Stage 1: Statistics Generation with MCTS
In the first stage, we search for promising statistics that can be
transformed into literals. The algorithm of MCTS-SG is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

3.2.1 Statistics as compositions of operators. In this paper, we de-
fine a statistic1 as a composition of basic operators:

S = T𝑑 ◦ · · · ◦ T1, 2 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 𝐷,
where 𝐷 is the maximum depth of the statistics, and T𝑖 ∈ T is
selected from the following pre-defined sets: T = Tselect ∪ Tagg ∪
Tby ∪ Ttsfm.

Select operators:

Tselect = {Select𝐹 𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑚1 +𝑚2}.
The operator Select𝐹 𝑗 selects the 𝑗-th column of the data. If 𝐹 𝑗
is categorical, then values in the columns are transformed into
one-hot representations, and the following operators work on each
dimension of data separately. The first operator must be from this
set, i.e., T1 ∈ Tselect.

Aggregation operators:
Tagg = {Mean, Max, Min, Sum, Mean, Std, Ptp, Count, First}

∪ {Percentile𝑘 |𝑘 = 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95}.
(1)

As the name implies, an aggregation operator returns the corre-
sponding statistics (Mean, Max, Min, Sum, Mean, Std, Ptp2) of the
input column. First returns the first element, and Count returns the
length of the sequence. Percentile𝑘 computes the k-th percentile of
the selected column. An aggregation operator and a select operator
can compose the shortest statistics. Take S2 = Std ◦ Select𝐹𝑘 in
Figure 2(a) as an example. S2 (X𝑖 ) returns the standard deviation of
the 𝑘-th column in sequence X𝑖 .

By operators:
Tby = {GroupBy𝐹 𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑚1}

∪ {FilterBy𝐹 𝑗=𝑓𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑚1, 𝑓𝑗 ∈ F𝑗 }
∪ {RetainBy𝐹 𝑗=𝑓𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, . . . ,𝑚1, 𝑓𝑗 ∈ F𝑗 }
∪ {SortBy𝐹 𝑗 ,𝑘 | 𝑗 =𝑚1 + 1, . . . ,𝑚1 +𝑚2, 𝑘 ∈ {asc,desc}}

1We use the term statistic to represent a statistical function or the value of the function
interchangeably.
2Ptp: peak-to-peak

Algorithm 1 MCTS-SG

Require: Dataset {X𝑖 }, teacher model’s outputs 𝑦 ∈ ℜ𝑁
1: 𝑦 = 𝑦

2: for 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐾 do
3: Initialize S ← IdentityMapping
4: for 𝑑 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷 do
5: Initialize the root node 𝑣0 with 𝑆 (𝑣0) = S
6: for 𝑖𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 do
7: Grow the tree according to Algorithm 2
8: end for
9: Select the best child 𝑣 of the root according to Eq. 6
10: T ← 𝐴(𝑣), S ← T ◦ S
11: if S is a valid statistic then
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: Mark S as invalid
16: 𝑋𝑘 = (S(X1), · · · ,S(X𝑁 ))⊤
17: Update 𝑦 according to Eq. 7
18: end for
19: Return 𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝐾

The GroupBy𝐹 𝑗 operator partitions an input sequence into several
groups according to the categorical feature 𝐹 𝑗 . A GroupBy oper-
ator must be followed by an aggregation operator that computes
statistics within each group. The FilterBy𝐹 𝑗=𝑓𝑗 (RetainBy𝐹 𝑗=𝑓𝑗 ) op-
erator removes (keeps) rows where the categorical feature 𝐹 𝑗 is
𝑓𝑗 . The SortBy𝐹 𝑗 , · operator sorts the input sequence in ascend-
ing/descending order.

Transformation operators:

Ttsfm = {Top5,Abs}

The Top5 returns the first 5 rows of the input data. The Abs returns
the absolute values of the input data.

Note that our proposed method is highly extensible as users can
define their own operators. A valid statistic S(X𝑖 ) is a scalar if a
numerical column is selected, otherwise a 𝑝-dimensional vector. We
use V to denote the set of all valid statistics within the maximum
depth 𝐷 . For instance,Mean ◦Mean ◦ Select· is not a valid statistic.
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Algorithm 2 Tree Growth

Require: root node 𝑣0, dataset {X𝑖 }, target 𝑦
1: 𝑣 ← 𝑣0
2: while 𝑣 is not terminal do ⊲ Selection
3: if 𝑣 is not fully expanded then ⊲ Expansion
4: Choose an untried valid operator T
5: Create a child node 𝑣 ′ of 𝑣 with 𝑄 (𝑣 ′) = 𝐶 (𝑣 ′) =

0, 𝐴(𝑣 ′) = T , 𝑆 (𝑣 ′) = T ◦ 𝑆 (𝑣) ; 𝑣 ← 𝑣 ′

6: break
7: else
8: Select the child 𝑣 ′ according to Eq. 2; 𝑣 ← 𝑣 ′

9: end if
10: end while
11: if 𝑣 is terminal then ⊲ Simulation
12: S ← 𝑆 (𝑣)
13: else
14: Sample a valid statistic S according to Eq. 3
15: end if
16: Sample a batch index set B
17: Compute reward 𝑟 according to Eq. 8 or Eq. 9
18: while 𝑣 is not root do ⊲ Backpropagation
19: 𝐶 (𝑣) ← 𝐶 (𝑣) + 1
20: 𝑆 (𝑣) ← 𝑆 (𝑣) + 𝑟
21: 𝑣 ← 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑣)
22: end while

3.2.2 MCTS Formulation. Now we focus on generating one statis-
tic alone. We formulate the statistics generation as a sequential
decision process. Assume that we are going to generate a statisticS,
and we have generated a partial sequence of operators T1, · · · ,T𝑖−1.

To determine the next optimal operator T𝑖 , we firstly initialize
a search tree with a single root node 𝑣0. Each node 𝑣 (except the
root) has four fields: the state 𝑆 (𝑣), the action 𝐴(𝑣), the cumulative
reward𝑄 (𝑣) and the number of visits𝐶 (𝑣). The root node only has
state 𝑆 (𝑣0) = T𝑖−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T𝑖 .

Then we repeat the following steps to grow the tree as summa-
rized in Algorithm 2.

(Selection) From the root, we select the best child iteratively
until we reach a not fully expanded node or a terminal node. A
node 𝑣 is not fully expanded if there exists valid operator T ∈
{T |∃T ′1 , . . . ,T

′
𝑑
s.t. T ′

𝑑
◦ · · · ◦ T ′1 ◦ T ◦ 𝑆 (𝑣) ∈ V} that is not the

child of 𝑣 . A node is terminal if its state 𝑆 (𝑣) corresponds to a valid
statistic. The best child is selected according to the UCT algorithm
[19]:

arg max
𝑣′∈𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 (𝑣)

𝑄 (𝑣 ′)
𝐶 (𝑣 ′) + 𝑐 ·

√︄
2 ln𝐶 (𝑣)
𝐶 (𝑣 ′) , (2)

where 𝑣 is the current node (initialized as 𝑣0) and 𝑐 = 1/
√

2 is
the exploration constant. The first term in Eq. 2 is the estimated
state value, and the second term gives high values when a child
is less frequently visited. In this case, we balance exploitation and
exploration.

(Expansion) If the selected node 𝑣 is not fully expanded, we
pick an untried valid operator T ∈ T. We create a new child node
𝑣 ′ of 𝑣 with 𝑄 (𝑣 ′) = 𝐶 (𝑣 ′) = 0, 𝐴(𝑣 ′) = T , and 𝑆 (𝑣 ′) = T ◦ 𝑆 (𝑣).
Then we return 𝑣 = 𝑣 ′.

(Simulation) Now we estimate the reward of the selected node
𝑣 . We denote the state of the node, i.e., statistic, as S = 𝑆 (𝑣). If the
selected node 𝑣 is not a terminal node, i.e., 𝑆 (𝑣) = T𝑖+𝑗 ◦ · · · ◦ T1 is
not a valid statistic, then we randomly sample operators to form a
valid one:

S ← T𝐷 ◦ · · · ◦ T𝑖+𝑗+1 ◦ T𝑖+𝑗 ◦ · · · ◦ T1 . (3)

Since we want to generate a statistic relevant to the teacher model’s
outputs, we design the reward function as the (absolute) correlation
between them:

𝑟 = |corr(𝑥B, 𝑦B) |, (4)
where B is a randomly sampled batch of indices with |B| = 𝐵. The
statistics and target values are 𝑥B =

(
S(X𝑏 (1) ), . . . ,S(X𝑏 (𝐵) )

)⊤
∈

ℜ𝐵 and 𝑦B =

(
𝑦𝑏 (1) , . . . , 𝑦𝑏 (𝐵)

)⊤
∈ ℜ𝐵 , where 𝑏 (𝑖) is the index

of the 𝑖-th data in the batch. And corr(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝑥⊤𝑦√
𝑥⊤𝑥 ·𝑦⊤𝑦

is the

Pearson correlation coefficient, where 𝑥,𝑦 are centered 𝑥,𝑦.
If the Select operator selects a categorical feature, the output is

denoted as

𝑋B =

(
S(X𝑏 (1) ), . . . ,S(X𝑏 (𝐵) )

)⊤
∈ ℜ𝐵×𝑝 .

Then we define the reward as the absolute value of the coefficient
of multiple correlation [1]:

𝑟 = |corr(𝑦′, 𝑦B) |, (5)
where 𝛽, 𝛽0 = arg min

𝛽∈ℜ𝑝 ,𝛽0∈ℜ
∥𝑦B − 𝑋B · 𝛽 + 𝛽0∥2,

𝑦′ = 𝑋B · 𝛽 + 𝛽0 .

In this case we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient between
the actual values and the fitted values of a linear regression model.

(Backpropagation) Once we obtain the reward of the node 𝑣 ,
we can back propagate the reward to its ancestors. Specifically, do
the following updates until we reach the root node:

𝐶 (𝑣) ← 𝐶 (𝑣) + 1,
𝑄 (𝑣) ← 𝑄 (𝑣) + 𝑟,

𝑣 ← 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑣).
After a certain number of iterations, we can terminate the tree

growing algorithm and return the best child of the root:

𝑣 = arg max
𝑣′∈𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 (𝑣0)

𝑄 (𝑣 ′)
𝐶 (𝑣 ′) , (6)

We update the partial solution with T𝑖 = 𝐴(𝑣). Then we create a
new search tree with the root T𝑖 ◦ · · · ◦ T1 and repeat the algorithm
until we construct a valid statistic.

3.2.3 Generating top-𝐾 statistics. In the previous subsection, we
describe the algorithm for generating one statistic. Can we invoke
the algorithm 𝐾 times to generate 𝐾 statistics? Apparently no.
The algorithm’s objective is to maximize the absolute correlation
between the statistic and the teacher model’s outputs. If we naively
run the algorithm multiple times, we are likely to obtain multiple
highly correlated and redundant statistics, for example, the mean,
the sum, and the 50th percentile of “amount” in Figure 1.

So in this subsection, we introduce two modifications to improve
the diversity of the generated statistics. First, once we obtain a
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statistic S𝑘 , we mark it invalid by updating V← V\{S𝑘 }. In this
case, it would not be generated again even in simulation processes
(Eq. 3).

Before generating the (𝑘 + 1)-th statistic, we change the target
values with:

𝑦 = 𝑦 −
(
𝑘∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖 · 𝛽𝑖 + 𝛽0

)
, (7)

where 𝛽0, 𝛽1, . . . , 𝛽𝑘 = arg min
𝛽0,...𝛽𝑘

𝑦 −
(
𝑘∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑋𝑖 · 𝛽𝑖 + 𝛽0

)
2
,

𝑋𝑖 = (S𝑖 (X1), · · · ,S𝑖 (X𝑁 ))⊤ ∈ ℜ𝑁 orℜ𝑁×𝑝 ,
𝑦 = (𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦𝑁 ) .

Here 𝑋𝑖 ∈ ℜ orℜ𝑁×𝑝 and 𝛽𝑖 ∈ ℜ orℜ𝑝 depend on whether the
statistic acts on a categorical column. Then we replace 𝑦B in Eq. 4
and Eq. 5 by 𝑦B:

𝑟 = |corr(𝑥B, 𝑦B) |, (for numerical columns) (8)
𝑟 = |corr(𝑦′, 𝑦B) |, (for categorical columns) (9)

Now the objective of the algorithm is to maximize the (absolute)
partial correlation between the statistic and the outputs of the
teacher, given existing generated statistics. In this case, we reduce
the collinearity of statistics.

3.2.4 Discussion. In Eqs. 7, 8 and 9 we assume the linearity of data.
We can extend these formula into more general cases by considering
dependency rather than linear correlation. For example, we can
replace the reward function in Eq. 8 with the following equation

𝑟 = CondDep(𝑥B, 𝑦B |𝑋1,B, . . . , 𝑋𝑘,B),

where CondDep corresponds to some conditional dependency tests
[29], and 𝑋𝑖,B are values of statistics on the batch. Moreover, the
general idea of Algorithm 1 and Eq. 7 is similar to the forward selec-
tion phase of forward-backward causal feature selection methods
[29]. It is also possible to incorporate the backward elimination
phase to remove unsatisfying statistics generated in early steps.

3.2.5 Complexity. During the tree search, there are 𝐾 × 𝐷 × 𝐵 ×
(number_of_simulations) data points being evaluated, which is in-
dependent of the dataset size 𝑛 or the space of statistics. Since to
evaluate the statistics of all data points X𝑖 , another 𝐾 × 𝑁 eval-
uations are inevitable, Eq. 7 only introduces little computational
overhead, i.e., a regression problem with linear complexity w.r.t 𝑁 .
We use MCTS to explore the space of statistics systematically, and
Algorithm 1 is highly scalable.

3.3 Stage 2: Rule Distillation with Neural
Logical Network

In this section, we describe how to distill rules from the teacher
model with the generated statistics. As demonstrated in Figure 2(b),
our proposed GS-NLN contains an input layer, several logical layers,
and a prediction layer.

3.3.1 Input Layer. Assume that we have obtained the values of
top-𝐾 statistics:

𝑋 = (𝑋1, . . . , 𝑋𝐾 ) ∈ ℜ𝑁×𝑃 ,

where 𝑃 is the corresponding dimension after concatenation. Some
columns of 𝑋 have already been binary, e.g., categorical features
withMax operator, while the others have not. So we iterate over
the columns of 𝑋 . If a column corresponds to a continuous statistic,
we binarize it according to its percentiles:

𝑥 ′𝑗 =

{
𝑥 𝑗 if 𝑥 𝑗 ∈ {0, 1}𝑁 ,
(I𝑥 𝑗>𝑥0

𝑗
, . . . , I𝑥 𝑗>𝑥90

𝑗
, I𝑥 𝑗>𝑝100

𝑗
) ∈ {0, 1}𝑁×11 otherwise.

(10)
Here, {𝑥𝑘

𝑗
|𝑘 = 0, . . . , 90, 100} are percentiles of 𝑥 𝑗 , Icond is the

element-wise indicator function that returns 1 if cond is true, oth-
erwise 0. We denote the binarized features as 𝑋 ′ = (𝑥 ′1, . . . , 𝑥

′
𝑃
) ∈

{0, 1}𝑁×𝑃 ′ , and each element in 𝑋 ′ corresponds to a boolean literal.
Now let us focus on a certain row of 𝑋 ′, i.e., the boolean repre-

sentations of the 𝑖-th user, denoted as 𝑧𝑖 = row𝑖 (𝑋 ′)⊤ ∈ {0, 1}𝑃
′
.

We enhance the input by

𝑧0
𝑖 = (𝑧

⊤
𝑖 , (1 − 𝑧𝑖 )

⊤, 1, 0)⊤ ∈ {0, 1}ℎ0 ,

whereℎ0 = 2 ·𝑃 ′+2. Since the following logical layers are only cable
of doing AND/OR operations, we enhance the input by appending
its negations. Moreover, extra 1 and 0 are added to enable the
following layers to learn shortcuts.

3.3.2 Logical Layers. Our proposed GS-NLN has 𝐿 logical layers,
and each is composed of a conjunction part and a disjunction part.
Let 𝑧𝑙−𝑙

𝑖
∈ {0, 1}ℎ𝑙−1 denote the binary hidden representation after

the (𝑙 − 1)-th layer. The 𝑗-th neuron in the conjunction part would
select two elements in 𝑧𝑙−𝑙

𝑖
by sampling from the parameterized

categorical distributions:

𝑞
𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
∼ onehot

(
softmax(𝑤𝑙,𝑘

𝑗
)
)
, 𝑘 = 1, 2 (11)

where𝑤𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
∈ ℜℎ𝑙−1 are parameters. Then the value of the neuron

is the boolean AND between the input values:

𝑢𝑙𝑗 = (𝑞
𝑙,1
𝑗
)⊤𝑧𝑙−1

𝑖 · (𝑞𝑙,2
𝑗
)⊤𝑧𝑙−1

𝑖 ∈ {0, 1},

Similarly, neurons in the disjunction part conduct the boolean
OR operations:

𝑣𝑙𝑗 = 1 − (1 − (𝑞𝑙,3
𝑗
)⊤𝑧𝑙−1

𝑖 ) · (1 − (𝑞
𝑙,4
𝑗
)⊤𝑧𝑙−1

𝑖 ) ∈ {0, 1},

𝑞
𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
∼ onehot

(
softmax(𝑤𝑙,𝑘

𝑗
)
)
, 𝑘 = 3, 4.

(12)

The sampling operations in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 cause the net-
work no longer differentiable. So we resort to the Gumbel-softmax
estimator [14], and re-write them into

𝑞
𝑙,𝑘
𝑗

= softmax((𝑤𝑙,𝑘
𝑗
+ 𝑔𝑘 ) · 𝜏−1), 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, 4, (13)

where 𝑔𝑘 ∈ ℜℎ𝑙−1 are ℎ𝑙−1 i.i.d. samples from the Gumbel distribu-
tion Gumbel(0, 1), and 𝜏 is the temperature. As 𝜏 approaches 0, Eq.
13 becomes identical to Eq. 11 and Eq. 12. During training, we start
at a high temperature 𝜏 = 1 and anneal to a low temperature, e.g.,
𝜏 = 0.0001.

The output of the layer is composed of

𝑧𝑙 = (𝑢1, . . . , 𝑢𝐻 , 𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝐻 , (𝑧𝑙−1)⊤)⊤ ∈ {0, 1}ℎ𝑙 ,
where ℎ𝑙 = 2 · 𝐻 + ℎ𝑙−1, and 𝐻 is the hidden size. We also use skip
connections so that the model can adjust the complexity of rules
adaptively. But at the last layer, we do not use the skip connection
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and use 𝑅2 neurons in conjunction and disjunction parts respectively,
where 𝑅 is the number of desired rules.

3.3.3 Prediction Layer. After𝐿 logical layers, we obtain 𝑧𝐿
𝑖
∈ {0, 1}𝑅

where each element represents a logical rule. Now we get the score
of the instance by a linear prediction layer 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑤⊤𝑧𝐿

𝑖
, where

𝑤 ∈ ℜ𝑅 is the model parameter representing the weights of rules.
It is possible to pass𝑤 or 𝑦𝑖 through non-linear functions. For ex-
ample, we could use the softplus function if we want the weights
of rules nonnegative, or use sigmoid function to constrain scores
to be with range (0, 1). We leave this for future work.

3.3.4 Model Training. The training objective is to mimic the out-
puts of the teacher model. We use the following ranking-based loss
function

L =
1

𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1)
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

(
I𝑦𝑖>𝑦 𝑗 ln𝜎 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦 𝑗 ) + I𝑦𝑖 ≤𝑦 𝑗 ln𝜎 (𝑦 𝑗 − 𝑦𝑖 )

)
,

where 𝜎 (·) is the sigmoid function. In practice, we use the stochastic
gradient descent to optimize the loss function, and an instance 𝑖 is
only compared to the samples in the same mini-batch.

3.3.5 Differences between GS-NLN and RRL. RRL [26] is the state-
of-the-art algorithm that learns logical rules. Though our proposed
GS-NLN and RRL have similar outputs, they are highly different.
RRL aims to learn rule-based representations for interpretable clas-
sification, while GS-NLN is to distill the knowledge of a teacher
into a rule system. So in GS-NLN, a neuron can only connect to
two input units to maintain the low complexity of the rules. On the
contrary, in RRL a neuron can connect to any number of units for
better performance.

Another difference lies in the way discrete activations are han-
dled in networks. In RRL, an extra continuous version of the net-
work is maintained, where boolean operations are implemented
with logical activation functions [23]. The authors proposed the
gradient grafting technique, and they use the grafted gradients of
the continuous network to guide the updates of the discrete one. In
our work, since each neuron only connects to two units, we would
hardly face notorious vanishing gradient problems of logical acti-
vation functions, and straightforward Gumbel-softmax estimators
can learn parameters very well.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we prove the effectiveness of our proposed RuDi.
The codes of RuDi and pre-processing scripts can be found at https:
//github.com/yzhang1918/cikm2022rudi. Processed datasets and
trained teacher models with train/valid/test splits are also included.

4.1 Datasets and Teacher Models

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.

VEWS Elo RedHat Industrial

# Users 33,576 201,917 144,639 222,306
# Records 772,530 19,249,694 1,889,213 34,722,334
# Cat. Features 7 12 11 6
# Num. Features 0 1 0 1

Table 2: Default values of hyper-parameters in RuDi.

Hyper-parameter Value

(MCTS-SG)
Statistics Depth 𝐷 4

Number of statistics 𝐾 20
Batch size 𝐵 128

Number of simulations 500

(GS-NLN)
Number of rules 𝑅 20
Hidden size 𝐻 20

Number of logical layers 𝐿 2
Optimizer Adam
Batch size 128
Epochs 500

Learning rate 0.1→ 0.001 (linear decay)
Temperature 𝜏 1.0→ 0.0001 (linear decay)

We use 3 public datasets: (1) VEWS [20] contains 33,576 users
and their edit behaviors on Wikipedia, among which Wikipedia
administrators blocked 17,027 users for vandalism. (2) Elo3 contains
transactions of 201,917 users, and 97,609 users are marked positive
due to their customer loyalty. (3) RedHat4 contains activities of
144,639 users, and 62,115 users are positive considering their po-
tential business values. An extra industrial dataset is analyzed in
Section 4.5. The statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1.

Twomodels are used as teachers: (1) GRU:We use a bi-directional
2-layer GRU with 128 hidden units and dropout ratio 0.2. (2) Light-
GBM: As one of the most popular methods in data mining com-
petitions, we use LightGBM [17] as the second teacher model. We
use all aggregation operators introduced in Eq. 1 to transform raw
sequences into tabular forms.

We use 80% users’ sequences as the training data, among which
1,000 sequences are used for validation. The remaining are used for
testing. We train GRU and LightGBM with early stopping.

Unless otherwise stated, we use the default hyper-parameters of
RuDi summarized in Table 2. Experiments on public datasets were
conducted on a single server with 72 cores, 128GB memory, and
four Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs.

4.2 Experiment 1: Statistics Generation
In the first group of experiments, we test if our proposed MCTS-SG
can generate informative statistics.

As we reviewed in Section 2, most automatic feature engineering
methods cannot be directly applied to behavioral sequences. We
consider the following alternative approaches. (1) Random: We gen-
erate 𝐾 statistics by randomly composing operators introduced in
Section 3.2.1. (2) Lasso [9]: We apply all aggregation operators (Eq.
1) on the datasets to transform sequences into fixed-length feature
vectors, then train Lasso models to perform feature selection. (3)
LightGBM [17]: Similarly, we train LightGBM on the flattened fea-
ture vectors and then select features with the highest importance

3https://www.kaggle.com/c/elo-merchant-category-recommendation/
4https://www.kaggle.com/c/predicting-red-hat-business-value/

https://github.com/yzhang1918/cikm2022rudi
https://github.com/yzhang1918/cikm2022rudi
https://www.kaggle.com/c/elo-merchant-category-recommendation/
https://www.kaggle.com/c/predicting-red-hat-business-value/
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Table 3: Experimental results of statistics generation.

VEWS Elo RedHat

Random 0.7048 0.4198 0.5906
Lasso 0.9302 0.6363 0.6229

LightGBM 0.9240 0.6769 0.6292
OneBM 0.9120 0.6868 0.6555

MCTS-SG (This paper) 0.9429 0.7262 0.7872

scores. (4) OneBM [21]: This method can generate features on re-
lational databases and use Chi-squared testing to select features.
We transform user sequences into two relational tables to meet its
input requirements. Other feature generation methods on relational
databases like DSM [15] have been shown inferior to OneBM and
thus are omitted here.

Since we use LightGBM as a baseline here, we choose GRU as
the teacher model. We measure the coefficients of multiple correla-
tion as Eq. 5 between generated statistics/features and the teacher
model’s outputs on the training splits. The higher the value is, the
more informative the generated statistics are.

The results are shown in Table 3. As we can see, the proposed
MCTS-SG outperforms baselines significantly. Lasso, LightGBM
and OneBM cannot generate deep statistics as MCTS-SG and thus
only achieve suboptimal performance. Though Random can gener-
ate deep statistics, the exponentially large search space makes it
impossible to generate useful statistics without systematic search
strategies. These results prove the effectiveness of our MCTS-based
statistics generation method.

4.3 Experiment 2: Rule Distillation
Now we show the results of rule distillation tasks where the goal is
to distill the knowledge of teacher models into rule-based systems.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study on
sequence model explanation. There are no out-of-the-box baseline
models, and most of them require fixed-length feature vectors as
inputs. In the first group of experiments, we have shown that MCTS-
SG can generate informative statistics. So we include the following
alternatives with inputs being statistics generated by MCTS-SG:
(1) Lasso: We train Lasso models to mimic the outputs of teacher
models and tune penalty coefficients so that the number of nonzero
weights is approximately 𝑅. (2) Lasso (Binary): Considering Lasso
can only assign weights to the features and is not a real rule model,
we use the binarized statistics (Eq. 10) as input features. (3) CART
[3]: This is a classic decision tree model that can learn hierarchical
rules. (4) RRL [26]: This is the state-of-the-art neural logical model
we have introduced before (Section 3.3.5). Other logical models like
SBRL [28], CORELS [2], CRS [27] have been shown inferior to RRL
and thus are not included.

We show AUC scores to test the performance of distilled rule
models. Also, we use the following score to test if the distilled
models are with fidelity to their teachers.

Fidelity =
1

𝑁 × (𝑁 − 1)
∑︁
𝑖≠𝑗

I𝑦𝑖>𝑦 𝑗 ⊙ I�̃�𝑖>�̃� 𝑗 ,
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Figure 3: Parameter study.

where ⊙ is the logical XNOR operation. The higher the value, the
more faithful the student.

We train comparing models on the training splits, and results on
testing splits are summarized in Table 4. We can observe that our
proposed two-stage method RuDi achieves the best performance
constantly and significantly with 𝑝<0.05 [8]. RRL achieves compa-
rable results, but the most complicated rule has 40 literals, which
reduces its interpretability. On the contrary, our proposed RuDi
with two logical layers produces neat rules with at most 4 literals.

4.4 Parameter Sensitivity
In this section, we study the importance of severalmodel parameters
with GRU being the teacher, and show results in Figure 3.

First we study how the max depth of statistics 𝐷 affects the qual-
ity of generated statistics. We present the coefficients of multiple
correlation in Figure 3(a), and the average depth of generated sta-
tistics in Figure 3(b). We can observe that on Elo dataset, as we
increase the max depth, the generated statistics become deeper
and result in better performance. On the contrary, on VEWS and
RedHat, the generated statistics are relatively shallow even the max
depth 𝐷 is large. This means that our proposed statistics generation
method can adaptively adjust the complexity of statistics according
to datasets thanks to MCTS-based search strategy.

We also study the importance of model parameters by varying
the number of statistics 𝐾 , the number of rules 𝑅, the number of
layers 𝐿, and the hidden size𝐻 . From Figure 3(c) we can observe that
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Table 4: Experimental results of rule distillation.

VEWS Elo RedHat
Fidelity AUC Fidelity AUC Fidelity AUC

(Teacher: GRU) (0.9764) (0.6345) (0.6381)
Lasso 0.8863±0.0001 0.9637±0.0001 0.6828±0.0003 0.5491±0.0001 0.7347±0.0011 0.5828±0.0003
Lasso (Binary) 0.8874±0.0001 0.9615±0.0001 0.7166±0.0001 0.5763±0.0001 0.7249±0.0023 0.5769±0.0008
CART 0.8203±0.0001 0.9457±0.0001 0.7363±0.0001 0.5784±0.0001 0.7510±0.0001 0.5920±0.0001
RRL 0.7901±0.0055 0.9149±0.0069 0.7268±0.0038 0.5619±0.0041 0.7621±0.0037 0.5911±0.0045
RuDi (This paper) 0.9206±0.0020 0.9666±0.0006 0.7625±0.0004 0.5807±0.0007 0.8007±0.0020 0.6095±0.0013
(Teacher: LightGBM) (0.9726) (0.6211) (0.6895)
Lasso 0.8865±0.0007 0.9673±0.0001 0.8619±0.0001 0.6114±0.0001 0.6881±0.0008 0.5883±0.0001
Lasso (Binary) 0.8721±0.0005 0.9647±0.0001 0.8789±0.0004 0.6135±0.0001 0.6870±0.0022 0.5868±0.0011
CART 0.8409±0.0001 0.9477±0.0001 0.8858±0.0001 0.6137±0.0001 0.6977±0.0001 0.5879±0.0001
RRL 0.8215±0.0066 0.9234±0.0091 0.8755±0.0071 0.6131±0.0021 0.7002±0.0052 0.6030±0.0072
RuDi (This paper) 0.9161±0.0004 0.9680±0.0003 0.9048±0.0004 0.6181±0.0006 0.7464±0.0032 0.6198±0.0017

Table 5: The learned rules and their meanings on industrial dataset.

Weight Rule Meaning

-0.3722 (Sum ◦ Selectcardtype=debit > 14) OR
(Sum ◦ Selectmoney > 44916)

Users with over 14 debit card transactions or 44916 total payment
amount are less likely to be fraudulent.

-0.3042 Sum ◦ Selectcardtype=credit > 9 Users with over 9 credit card transactions are less likely to be fraudu-
lent.

+0.5174 (Sum ◦ Selectindustry=virtual > 9) AND
(NOT Sum◦Selectindustry=household > 17)

Users with over 9 transactions in virtual products and no more than 17
transactions in household products are more likely to be fraudulent.

+0.4564 (NOT Sum ◦ Selectmoney > 4457.3) AND
(NOT Mean ◦ Selectscene=travel > 0)

Users with no more than 4457.3 total payment amount and no travel-
related transactions are more likely to be fraudulent.

more statistics would lead to better performance. On VEWS and Elo
datasets, it seems 20 statistics are enough, while on RedHat a better
result may be achieved by generating more statistics. The number
of rules (Figure 3(d)) also positively impacts the performance. RuDi
is insensitive to the number of layers and hidden size as shown
in Figures 3(e) and 3(f). These results inspire us to achieve better
results with more statistics and rules (larger 𝐾 and 𝑅) and maintain
the low complexity of each rule (small 𝐿 and 𝐻 ).

4.5 Case Study
We do a case study on a sampled industrial dataset in this subsection.
Tencent Mobile Payment Dataset is a private real-world financial
fraudulent detection dataset from the Tencent Mobile Payment5.
The dataset includes 34.7 million transactions from 222,306 users.
Less than 4.56% of users are labeled as fraudsters. The teacher model
is an ensemble model with manually-designed features by senior
business analysts. A part of distilled rules is summarized in Table
5. Clearly, RuDi successfully explains the black-box scoring model

5The dataset is desensitized and sampled properly only for experiment purpose, and
does not imply any commercial information. All personal identity information (PII)
has been removed. Besides, the experiment was conducted locally on Tencent’s server
by formal employees.

with a rule-based system, and rules are highly aligned with the
industrial scenarios.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose RuDi, which can distill the knowledge
of a user behavior sequence model into a set of rules. An MCTS-
based statistic generation method, MCTS-SG, is proposed to extract
informative statistics from behavior sequences. Then a novel neu-
ral logical model, GS-NLN, is utilized to compose rules from the
statistics. Experiments on three public datasets and one industrial
dataset prove the effectiveness of our method.

As for future work, we will explore general dependency-based
reward functions instead of linear correlation. Besides, the pro-
posed MCTS-based search method shows potential for supporting
relational databases, which is also worth exploring.
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